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No matter whether at home or on aboard, to provide the enough quantity 
and quantity in time of public products for the public is the target and 
the basic working talents  not only to the central governments but also 
to local governments. However, on one hand, under the condition of serious 
shortage of public finance, many local governments are even not able to 
provide the basic public products, what biggest affected the development 
of local economics and the normal operations of national machine; On the 
other hand, along with the continuously development of the 
not-public-owned economy, there have been more and more civil capitals 
that are placed in" idle capitals" always waiting for the best investment 
opportunities over a long period of time. Especially since the 1990's in 
the 20th century, this phenomenon is more and more outstanding, whose 
result is causing a series of economic and social problems. Hence, it seems 
to be very meaningfully to give the thorough research of this problem. 
By applying the theories of the public products and the change of the 
institution, combining the game theory and concrete case examples 
together, this thesis makes an empirical study of the present situation, 
existing problems, efficient boundary and the institution design of the 
entering of the civil capital into the supply of public products. The 
research of this thesis shows that the local governments should encourage 
and guide the civil capital into public products with holding proper 
strength and controlling the effective boundaries. So, it is a good choice 
for the local governments to encourage and guide the civil capital into 
public products. And as long as the local governments permitted, there 
must be enough civil capital who would like to get involved in. On this 
foundation, this thesis gives four effective boundaries of the entering 
into the public products of the civil capital. 













the public investment's opening towards civil capital through the 
concrete case examples. And on the basic of further introduction to the 
public products markets that western governments have walked through by 
private capital's turning the foundation of the public products, we also 
mentioned the problems that should be noticed and the difficulties might 
be met in the process of the innovation. 
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（ Samuelson, 1954, 1955 ）、詹姆斯·布坎南和他的著名的俱乐部理论（ Buchanan, 

















                                                        
① 认为“政府依据天命和神授而存在”的代表人物是英国 17 世纪封建君主的保皇派罗伯特·菲尔麦爵士等；认为
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